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SLAM 138: On Sale Now!
The ATL Hawks and the OKC Thunder finally get covered!

by Lang Whitaker

I have now been working at SLAM magazine for nine years. The first issue of SLAM that I worked on featured

Tracy McGrady on the cover. If that doesn’t make you realize it was a long time ago, consider that it was

McGrady on the cover in his first photo shoot wearing an Orlando Magic uniform. Since then I’ve performed

various jobs here and there, written almost two dozen cover stories, about 100 features and produced more

words for SLAMonline than I can possibly even begin to count. Despite having done pretty much all there is to

do with SLAM, there always seems to be something that hasn’t been done.

And so today, hell freezes over. This is not an April Fools Day joke. The Atlanta Hawks are on the cover of

SLAM magazine.

A few months ago, when the Atlanta Hawks were off to their best start in over a decade, there was a 48 hour

period when I got calls from three different people pitching the Hawks as a possible SLAM cover. I told all

three of those people the same things:

1) Yes the Hawks are playing well, but let’s see if they can keep this up.

2) Believe me, you don’t have to pitch me to put the Hawks on a SLAM cover. You’ve got the biggest

possible Hawks advocate already here at SLAM, working from the inside. If anyone here needs to be

reminded that the Hawks could be a viable cover, it’s not me.

But I can understand why people may not trust me, may not believe me when I say that we here at SLAM do

realize that the Hawks exist. This is because in the entire 16 year history of SLAM magazine, we have never,

ever, never ever ever, not even once, had an Atlanta Hawk on the cover.

It hasn’t been for a lack of trying, at least on my

part. Every story meeting, I’m the one saying,

“Well, we could do something on the Hawks…”

Problem is the Hawks haven’t been very good.

Since moving to Atlanta from St. Louis in 1968,

the Atlanta Hawks have not won an NBA

championship. In fact, since moving to the

Eastern Conference in 1970, the Hawks haven’t

even made it to the Conference Finals. Between

1977 and 1999, the Hawks qualified for the

Playoffs 18 times, and lost in either the first or

second round all 18 times they made the

Playoffs. And between 2000 and 2007, the

Hawks didn’t even make the Playoffs.

But now the Hawks are balling. They may not be

at that level with Cleveland or L.A., but the

Hawks are currently one win away from their first

50 win season in over a decade. And as we were

brainstorming who should be on the cover of this

issue set to drop when the Playoffs start, our

publisher actually came up with the idea for us to
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feature younger teams that could make some

noise.

Picking Oklahoma City from the West was a no-

brainer. Sure they’re young and talented and all that, but what they’ve accomplished in just two years is

incredible. Anyone remember that it was just a little over a year ago that they started out 1-12? I think

everyone recognized they were a talented team, led by probably the most talented young player in the NBA,

but now they’re not only a Playoff team out West, they’re three games out of first in their division and on pace

to win 50. Our main man Nima Zarrabi spent time with the Thunder when they were out in Cali a couple of

weeks ago, and he wrote a great story that captures not only how well the Thunder players all get along, but

also just how well the franchise is positioned going forward.

As for the Hawks…well, you get one guess who got to write their first-ever SLAM cover story. Actually, the

way it worked out, because of our timing and the Hawks’, we shot this cover in New York City. The Hawks

flew into NYC on a Sunday afternoon, the day of the Oscars. I was waiting for them at their hotel near Lincoln

Center, and they all trudged off the bus and went upstairs to their rooms. A few minutes later Hawks PR

director Arthur Triche came back down, and then Al Horford, then Josh Smith, then Joe Johnson. The original

plan was that we’d take cabs down to the photo studio that photog Atiba Jefferson had rented on the Lower

East Side, but the Hawks’ charter bus waited for us to give us a ride, so the five of us ended up taking a huge

bus all by ourselves down to the studio. We got into the studio, Atiba started snapping, and AT and I played

caterers by grabbing a couple of pizzas and sodas from a nearby pizzeria and bringing them back for

everyone to chow on.

Since turning pro, Joe, Josh and Al all said they’ve never been on a magazine cover, so they were up for the

shoot, and we all just kinda hung out for a few hours down there. I’ve spent a lot of time with all three of those

guys over the years — including this year — but this was a chance to see them in a totally different setting,

just chatting, telling stories, spending a lot of time laughing uproariously. I knew all these guys got along just

fine, but it wasn’t until that night at the photo studio that I was convinced that these guys all honestly like

each other.

Even though I love the Hawks, I know most NBA fans have at best politely endured them over the years.

Meanwhile, I’ve voraciously inhaled everything there is to know about the franchise, so I wrote what’s basically

an educational piece, with 21 (word to Dominique) things you need to know about the Hawks to truly

understand this team should you want to board the bandwagon. From Woody’s eyebrows to Iso-Joe to Lon

Kruger’s season ticket scheme to the 1988 Eastern Conference Semifinals, I summed up the history and the

present of the Hawks. The only three people I really quote in the story are the three people who’ve been

around the organization the longest: Dominique, Arthur, and Hawks radio voice Steve Holman, who’s in his

25th season with the team. Like me, they’ve seen it all, been through the bad times, and it’s because of those

bad times that this current team is so special.

I don’t know how the Playoffs are going to play out, but I do know the Hawks, for the first time in forever, stand

a fighting chance against pretty much anyone. And for a Hawks fan like myself, that’s all I can ask for.

Here’s both covers, the Thunder and the Hawks. These should be on newsstands around the world in the next

week.

Meanwhile, I’m still trying to convince myself this isn’t an April Fools Day joke.

ATL, shawty…
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19 Responses to “SLAM 138: On Sale Now!”

Ken Posted: Apr.1 at 9:04 am

I can’t believe SLAM went 138 issues without Hawks on the cover. That’s a
crazy streak. Well deserved guys.

Eboy  Posted: Apr.1 at 9:08 am

If this cover is any indication, the Hawks will be on the receiving end of the
SLAM cover jinx that Kentucky started last week, although, they whipped the
Lakers pretty good last night. Also, Lang needs to be called out for his silly
words at the beginning of the season that Kobe was going to have “his
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greatest season ever”. Not sure what you were thinking then but……yeah.
This cover has an old-school SLAM feel, which is a welcome change.

MELOMelo  Posted: Apr.1 at 9:12 am

Sick.

Kendrick is God Posted: Apr.1 at 9:12 am

do subscribers get both?

Eboy  Posted: Apr.1 at 9:15 am

The cover photo’s aren’t showing up on this page.

Co Co  Posted: Apr.1 at 9:15 am

*Tears*

Brad Long  Posted: Apr.1 at 9:18 am

Yeah, I mean all Kobe has done this year is hit more game winners than
most HOFers do in their entire careers. I have to agree with E on one thing
though. This cover is Old School Slam all the way. It has been a long time
coming. Congrats, Lang.

Eboy  Posted: Apr.1 at 9:19 am

He should have hit one last night, B. Go away now.

Eboy  Posted: Apr.1 at 9:21 am

My man Myung is also going to hate that the Hawks are in their red uniforms
for their first cover shoot, or “The Uniforms of Death”, something like that, that
he likes to call them!

Ryan Jones  Posted: Apr.1 at 9:27 am

They look great. And I’ll wear a Braves hat every day for the next year if the
Hawks get that ring they’re after.

Lang Whitaker  Posted: Apr.1 at 9:28 am

I wasn’t crazy about the red unis, either, because they are historically bad
luck. But the guys wanted to wear the red unis, so I wrote in the story about
how the red unis are bad luck and how hopefully we’re gonna reverse-SLAM-
cover-curse them.

Lang Whitaker  Posted: Apr.1 at 9:29 am

Also, Thunder fans, Nima’s going to do a separate post early next week with
all the details from his time with the Thunder.

Maurice Bobb  Posted: Apr.1 at 9:32 am

Dope covers. The Thunder have def surprised me this year. I knew Durant
was a beast but Westbrook really stepped it up. They def knew what they
were doing when they picked him so early in the draft that year. As for the
Hawks, Horford is a monster and I’ve always been a fan of Smoove, I was just
waiting for him to “get it” and I think he finally has. Joe is Joe. He’s a silent
killer and smooth like butter. I know Lang is happy like he struck the lotto
and since he’s the realest Hawk fan I know, all I can say is: ATL, shawty…

whitey Posted: Apr.1 at 9:32 am

mann i hope that i get the Thunder one im picking them to winn it all biggest
upset in finals history

Rob Posted: Apr.1 at 9:35 am

The Hawks are no joke…

Ryan Jones  Posted: Apr.1 at 9:37 am

Also sort of note worthy here: The relative lack of ink on six sets of bare
arms. Pretty unique for a Slam front.

WolfNast Posted: Apr.1 at 9:38 am

Wow thanks so much for that Thunder cover. Made my day. This better not
be some sick April’s fools joke either.
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don Posted: Apr.1 at 9:42 am

wahoo! got me some JOSH word to read! i am getting this mag!

Co Co  Posted: Apr.1 at 9:55 am

I love the Breast Cancer Awareness bracelet KD is wearing. I assume that’s
what it is. I wear one too.
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The comments section is a place to f urther discuss the topics in this post. Commenters who

seek to accomplish any  of  the f ollowing may  be banned:
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